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TIPS.

Fold the paper accordion-style 
into a single rectangle. 

Make the fold as even as 
possible. Use the vertical 
hash marks as a guide.

Cut out your cowgirl. 
Cut carefully to keep 
the chain intact. 

Unfold the paper slowly. 
The chain of cowgirls should
be holding hands. Yeehaw!

Use markers and crayons 
to give your cowgirls 
personality! 

Tape multiple pieces of 
paper together to make 
your cowgirl garland 
chain extra long!

Cut a long 
dashed line.

DIY
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Dried Orange Slice Ornaments
Preheat oven to 200º F.

Cut oranges into thin slices.

Place your orange slices on a large piece of 

parchment paper and put them in the oven for 3-4 

hours, flipping them every 30 minutes or as needed. 

Insert an ornament hook in or tie twine to each slice 

to hang on your tree!
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Holiday Margarita 
1  OUNCE GRAND MARNIER

1 OUNCE GOLD TEQUILA

5-6 OUNCES APPLE CIDER

ORANGE SEGMENTS + APPLE SLICES

CINNAMON + SUGAR FOR GLASS RIMMING

CINNAMON STICKS FOR GARNISHING

Add a few spoonfuls of sugar and cinnamon to a plate. 
Run an orange slice around the rim of the glass and 
press into the cinnamon sugar mixture to coat the rim. 
Add ice, the remaining ingredients, and stir.

A Jolly Old Fashioned
2 OZ OF YOUR FAVORITE BOURBON

1/4 OZ SIMPLE SYRUP SPICED WITH 

CINNAMON, CARDAMOM, AND STAR ANISE

1  DASH OF BITTERS

1 DASH ORANGE BITTERS

Garnish with orange peel, star anise, 
and a cinnamon stick.
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Mashed Potato Tacos

FINAL TACO PREP

2 cups,  garl ic mashed potatoes

½ lb Oaxacan cheese

1  cup, cabbage and epazote slaw

1 cup, queso fresco

10 flour tortillas

1  cup,  green jalapeno salsa

½ bunch, picked cilantro

6 oz,  grapeseed oil  or neutral  oil

optional:  (tabasco or cholula)

optional:  (chipotle crema or avocado)

DIRECTIONS:

1. Heat cast iron pan on medium with 2 oz of oil

2. While oil is heating stu� 2 spoonfuls of thick and cold garlic mashed potatoes in center of taco. You can prebuild all 10 tacos

3. Place 1 oz of cheese on top of the potatoes

4. Then shallow fry in the oil until golden brown on one side. In a 12” cast iron pan you can fit three tacos comfortably. We prefer the MadeIn 

     Cookware 12” Carbon Steel

5. Turn tacos over and sear other side until it is golden brown and crispy then remove from pan and heat

6. Add 2 oz more oil to heat up and start searing 3 more tacos, this keeps you e�icient

7. While searing the new tacos, open the tacos you just removed and fill them first with the jalapeno slaw, (and your optional avocado or chipotle crema)

9. Then place the cabbage and Epazote Slaw over the Jalapeno Salsa

10. Garnish with Queso Fresco and Cilantro

11. The taco should be very full

12. Now enjoy and ohhhh and ahhhh, welcome to your favorite new leftover addiction.

CABBAGE AND EPAZOTE SLAW

¼ head, cabbage

4 Epazote leaves

1  l ime

1 pinch,  salt

1  pinch,  black pepper

DIRECTIONS:

1. Cut core out of cabbage but leave the whole intact

2. Cut in thin strips as thin as you can, because fresh cabbage will maintain texture

3. Dice Epazote leaves as small as possible, they are very fragrant

4. Add Epazote to cabbage

5. Squeeze half a lime of juice, salt, pepper, and mix

6. Let sit at least 5 minutes before using

FRESH JALAPENO SALSA

2 jalapenos

½ white onion

½ bunch, green onion

½ bunch cilantro

2 clove garl ic

1  red tomato

2 l imes

Salt to taste

Black pepper to taste

DIRECTIONS:

1. Cut jalapeno into thin circles

2. Cut onion into juliennes

3. Cut green onion into thin circles

4. Smash garlic into paste

5. Mash all together with some weight and lime juice and plenty of black pepper

6. Let sit out for 3 hours at room temp or overnight in fridge

7. Dice tomatoes and cilantro and add to mixture

8. Use your spicy and delicious salsa.

Recipe By Kevin Fink and Tavel Bristo-Joseph


